
Monitor stand extra wide
with two drawers, adjustable
height
Item No. AC8215
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DESCRIPTION

• Raise your monitor to a comfortable level with this extra wide monitor stand

• Supports monitors up to 32" and 10 kg, surface (DxW) 29x36 cm

• Height-adjustable: 10 cm or 13 cm

• With two drawers to store A4 documents and accessories

• Including stackable columns with non-skid rubber feet to ensure stability

• Also suitable for printers

The AC8215 Monitor Stand raises your monitor to a comfortable level. The stand supports extra wide monitors

up to 32” and 10 kg. You can raise your monitor 10 or 13 cm. Store paper, documents and writing gear in the two

convenient drawers. The stand stays in place by the non-slip rubber feet. Did you know this stand is also

suitable to raise your printer?

Extra wide monitor stand

Nowadays, monitors are getting bigger and thus have a wider stand. The AC8215 monitor stand is specially designed to

raise wider monitors to a comfortable level. The stand is suitable for screens up to 32 inch and 10 kg.

Convenient drawers for storing accessories

The monitor riser has two large drawers for storing accessories e.g. documents and writing gear. The drawers are also

suitable for storing A4 note pads. You even can raise your printer with the AC8215 and store the printer paper in the

drawers.

Stackable columns for adjusting the height

Do you prefer to raise your monitor even more? Use the enclosed stackable columns to raise the monitor with three

extra centimeters. If this still isn’t enough you can use the AC8220. This includes four additional columns with a height

of 3 centimeters.

SPECIFICATIONS

Product category Office

Colour Black

Storage With two drawers to store A4 documents and accessories

Supports Supports monitors up to 32" and 10 kg, surface (DxW) 29x36 cm

Warranty (years) 5

EAN code 8716065489453


